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Dining – the Chefs and the Head Sommelière 

Culinary Director Heiko Nieder (*1972) from Germany completed his training as a chef 

at the Fairmont Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten in Hamburg. His career has 

taken him via Restaurant Le Canard in Hamburg to Hotel Zur Traube 

in Grevenbroich and Restaurant Vau in Berlin. He also ran L’Orquivit 

in Bonn for five years. In 2003, Heiko Nieder was awarded the title of 

“Discovery of the Year” by GaultMillau for his culinary creations. The 

following year, in 2004, he was awarded 1 Michelin star, and, in 

2006, garnered 17 GaultMillau points. Since its opening, he has been 

Chef Fine Dining at the Dolder Grand’s The Restaurant. In 2008, the 

year in which it opened, The Restaurant was awarded 17 GaultMillau 

points and 1 Michelin star. In November 2010, it received its second 

Michelin star, while in October 2012, it was awarded GaultMillau 

point number 18, and Heiko Nieder was crowned “Most Improved 

Chef of the Year”. July 2013 saw him named “Hotel Chef of the 

Year” by the Swiss business magazine “Bilanz” as part of its annual 

hotel ratings. GaultMillau Germany presented him with the award for 

“Best German Chef Abroad” in November 2014, and he was 

crowned “Le Grand Chef du Guide Bleu” by the “Guide Bleu 

2014/2015” restaurant guide.  

 

The exceptional cook was promoted to the new Culinary Director in 

April 2021. In his new role, Heiko Nieder is responsible for the entire 

food concept in the Hotel. Three months later he published his first 

cookbook “Heiko Nieder – The Restaurant” with huge success. 

 

In 2014, inspired by Heiko Nieder, the Dolder Grand launched the 

gourmet festival THE EPICURE, which is now held every year in 

autumn. “His creations are always something new, innovative and 

extraordinary, with a flavour like no other,” writes Swiss newspaper 

“SonntagsZeitung”, who also named him “Chef of the Year 2017”.  

At the October 2018 GaultMillau awards ceremony, Chef Fine Dining 

Heiko Nieder was named “Chef of the Year” and received his 19th 

GaultMillau point for his exquisite cuisine.  

 

Head Sommelière  Lisa Bader (*1990), from Kuppenheim near Karlsruhe in Baden-

Württemberg, joined Dolder Hotel AG in 2017. She now works with 

Heiko Nieder in The Restaurant (2 Michelin stars, 19 GaultMillau 

points), where she is responsible for creating the wine menus. In 

2018, she was named Sommelier of the Year by “Bilanz” magazine, 

while GaultMillau placed her second in their list of Switzerland’s top 

sommeliers. 
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Lisa studied International Hospitality and Events Management at the 

Swiss Hotel Management School (SHMS) in Montreux. She 

graduated with a bachelor’s degree with a focus on event marketing 

in 2012. 

She began her career as Event Coordinator at The Westin Grand 

Frankfurt, where her main responsibilities centred around planning 

and coordinating events such as weddings, with a focus on food and 

beverage. 

It didn’t take long for her to realise that she wanted to work more 

closely with people and pursue a career that incorporated her 

passion for fine wines. 

This desire inspired her to gain a qualification as a sommelier in 

Koblenz, Germany, in her spare time. She first worked as a sommelier 

at Erno’s Bistro in Frankfurt, a small French restaurant with 1 Michelin 

star that specialised in vintage Burgundy and Bordeaux wines. This 

was followed by a stint at the Kronenschlösschen in Hattenheim, 

which is famous throughout Germany for its wine menu with around 

5,000 different wines. In 2016, she took up the role of Head 

Sommelier at the Palmengarten-Gastronomie, working alongside 2-

Michelin-star chefs Christoph Rainer (chef at the Tiger-

Gourmetrestaurant, 2 Michelin stars; currently chef at Schloss 

Elmau) and Andreas Krolik (chef at the Restaurant Lafleur, 2 Michelin 

stars). She was named Young Sommelier of the Year in Germany by 

the Chaîne des Rôtisseurs in 2016. 2020 followed the nomination of 

Sommelier of the Year by “GaultMillau Schweiz”. 

She is currently working towards her qualification as a Master 

Sommelier from the Court of Master Sommeliers in London. 

 

Oriental Chef de Cuisine  Firas El-Borji (*1975) is Oriental Chef de Cuisine at the Dolder Grand.  

He moved to Switzerland in 2000 and started his own catering firm 

following his chef’s apprenticeship from 2004 to 2007. Under his 

direction, Sharq Oriental was opened: the first Lebanese restaurant in 

Eastern Switzerland, which was awarded 13 GaultMillau points in its 

first year. In 2015, Firas El-Borji joined the Dolder Grand team as 

Oriental Chef de Cuisine. His culinary creations were an instant hit, with 

a unique combination of flavours that wowed both our Lebanese and 

Arabic guests – including the royal families of several Arabic countries 

– and guests from other countries who enjoy oriental cuisine.  

After a short period spent working at the Bürgenstock Resort, he 

returned to the Dolder Grand in 2019 as Oriental Chef de Cuisine. 

Since 2020 his pop-up Oriental Hideaway has taken place every 

Summer / Autumn for three months.  
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Firas El-Borji’s cuisine is inspired by the seemingly endless flavours of 

the Middle East. He uses exotic spices and the very best olive oil, both 

sourced from his native Lebanon, to create truly authentic dishes – and 

he prepares each dish with the same extraordinary attention to detail. 

This is evident not only in the exquisite flavours he creates, but also in 

their truly stunning appearance.  

 

Chef à la carte  Julian Mai (*1985), born in Nürtingen (Germany), took over as Chef à la 

carte of the Saltz restaurant in November 2016. The German native 

completed his training as a chef at Restaurant Krone Bempflingen 

(Germany) and moved to Switzerland in 2008, where he worked at 

establishments such as the Waldhaus Flims Wellness Resort and the 

Giardino Ascona hotel. In 2012, Julian Mai returned to Germany as 

junior sous-chef at the Relais & Châteaux Hotel Dollenberg. A year 

later, in 2013, he joined the Dolder Grand team as sous-chef at the 

former Garden Restaurant. Since November 2016, he has been 

working as Chef à la carte at the Saltz restaurant (14 GaultMillau 

points). 

 

Sushi Master  Yusuke Sasaki cooked for renowned restaurants on Okinawa, which is 

called the "island of the centenarians". Since December 2022, chef 

Yusuke Sasaki has enriched the Dolder Grand with another permanent 

restaurant concept, following stints in Japan, Germany and 

Switzerland. Originally from Yokohama, Sasaki taught himself 

traditional Japanese cuisine through self-study from 2002 to 2006. The 

young chef then moved to Hokkaido to Taian Kichizitsu, one of the 

leading experience restaurants. From 2003 to 2008, he worked in 

various Japanese cities as a chef, project manager and regional chef 

before moving to Restaurant Yabase in Düsseldorf in 2008. From 

October 2008 to July 2010, he served as restaurant manager and sushi 

teppanyaki chef at Shoya restaurant in Munich. Until Yusuke Sasaki 

moved to the Dolder Grand, he worked at Restaurant Sansui in Geneva, 

at Tokyo Food AG in Zurich and at Restaurant Sayori in Rapperswil. 

 

 


